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Absolute high-resolution rate coefficients for dissociative recombination of electrons with HD¿:
Comparison of results from three heavy-ion storage rings
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Experimental data are presented from three different heavy-ion storage rings~ASTRID in Aarhus, CRY-
RING in Stockholm, and TSR in Heidelberg! to assess the reliability of this experimental tool for the extraction
of absolute rate coefficients and cross sections for dissociative recombination~DR!. The DR reaction between
HD1 and electrons has been studied between 0 and 30 eV on a dense energy grid. HD1 displays two
characteristic local maxima in the DR rate around 9 and 16 eV. These maxima influence the data analysis at
smaller collision energies. We conclude that resonant structures in the DR cross sections are reproduced among
the experiments within the collision energy resolution. The absolute cross sections agree within the systematic
experimental errors of 20% related to the measurement of the ion currents. Absolute thermal rate coefficients
for HD1 ions are given for an electron temperature range of 50–300 K. Results for the DR cross section and
the thermal rate coefficients are compared to recent theoretical calculations including rotational effects, finding
satisfactory agreement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dissociative recombination~DR! has been a subject o
research for more than 50 years@1# now. In a DR event, a
molecular ion captures an electron~with energyE) forming
an intermediate doubly excited neutral molecule that rap
dissociates into~possibly excited! fragments; for a diatomic
molecule,AB11e2(E)→AB** →A* 1B* 1Ek . The sym-
bol Ek stands for the kinetic-energy release~KER! given to
the fragments. The total energy set free by the dissociatio
shared between the excitation energy of the fragments
their kinetic energy.

DR is an important process in low-temperature ast
physical plasmas. In particular, in interstellar clouds ma
molecules are formed by reactions involving molecular io
and a good understanding of the DR process is require
predict the abundance of many molecular species in this
vironment @2#. In planetary atmospheres, DR is a sink
thermal electrons and the large exothermicity of the DR
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action with molecular nitrogen@3# is responsible for escap
of nitrogen atoms from Mars; DR also leads to airglows
the terrestrial atmosphere such as, for O2

1 , by the subsequen
O(1S) green light emission@4,5#.

DR of molecular hydrogen serves as the prototypical D
reaction. In spite of its apparent simplicity, being a on
electron system, DR of H2

1 is theoretically challenging. Al-
though theory is making progress@6–8#, it cannot yet be
used as ana priori reliable standard.

Experimental research on DR initially used stationary
terglow techniques@9#. Later, flowing-afterglow instruments
@10#, crossed beams@11#, and single-pass merged beams
rangements@12# have been employed. The first DR sign
from molecular ions at a heavy-ion storage ring was repor
for H2

1 ions at the TARN II facility in Tokyo in 1991@13#.
The suggestion to use a heavy-ion storage ring as a mult
pass merged beams setup and to employ the cooling o
ternal degrees of freedom by radiative emission during
beam storage was also put forward in 1992 by Datz a
Larsson@14# in a discussion of HeH1. These preliminary
studies were followed by initial storage-ring experimen
dedicated to molecular recombination@15–17# and an inten-
sive molecular DR program in four heavy-ion storage-ri
facilities. The rings are ASTRID@18# in Aarhus, CRYRING
@19# in Stockholm, TARN II@13# in Tokyo, and TSR@20# in
Heidelberg. All four setups have been able to determine
solute DR cross sections and rate coefficients for vib
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tionally cold species. At present, the heavy-ion storage-r
technique also provides the internal state distributions of
fragments or, in the case of molecular fragments from
DR of polyatomic molecular ions, the branching ratios f
the different product channels.

Among the numerous species studied so far, the molec
ions H2

1, H3
1, and HeH1 and their isotopomers have bee

studied in most detail. Peart and Dolder@21# performed the
first ion-beam experiments. Phaneufet al. @22# measured
partial cross sections. McGowan and co-workers have s
ied H2

1 using a high-resolution merged beams set-up@12#.
These authors recognized that the vibrational population
the H2

1 ion beam affects the DR yield. They devised metho
to quench the vibrational excitation prior to acceleration
the ions@23,24#. Since storage rings can routinely store io
for periods of many seconds, those molecular ions that
infrared active, such as HD1, the subject of this paper, wil
lose rovibrational excitation energy by emission of radiatio

In 1993, the first measurement of the~relative! cross sec-
tion for the DR of HD1 in a heavy-ion storage ring wa
performed at TSR@16,25#. Experiments following that con
centrated on the local maximum in the cross section aE
;9 eV and on the effects of the different isotopomers
hydrogen@6,7,26#. The excellent collision energy resolutio
of the storage rings was exploited in studies of the resona
structure at low (E,0.1 eV) collision energy@27,28#. The
sensitivity of these instruments was used for a detailed st
near the minimum of the cross section aroundE51 eV @29#.
Experiments have addressed directly and indirectly the vib
tional state dependence of the DR cross sections.
ASTRID, photodissociation of H2

1 has been used to modif
the vibrational population, and clear indications were fou
of a strong dependence of the DR rates on the vibratio
state@26,30#. At CRYRING, observations of time-depende
DR rates during rovibrational relaxation of the ions ha
been interpreted qualitatively in terms of state-specific cr
sections@31#. At TSR, the Coulomb explosion imaging tec
nique provides a direct access to the vibrational popula
of the ion beam, and vibrational state-specific cross sect
were reported on HD1 @32,33#.

DR of HD1 is an ideal benchmark system for absolu
cross-section measurements. HD1 displays a highly struc-
tured cross section, which can be used to trace difference
the collision energy scale determination. The vibratio
modes of HD1 are infrared active, and full vibrational coo
ing down to room temperature, with negligible population
excited vibrational states, is achieved in less than 1 s. T
relaxation of the ions prevents differences in the acqui
data that could arise from the different ion sources used
each of the rings. Even rotational relaxation takes place
large extent within the used storage times; the decay tim
shorter than 1.6 s for all rotational levelsJ.3 @34#. The
absence of radiative decay channels excludes H2

1 as a simple
benchmark system, since the internal state of the H2

1 ions
would then be dependent on the local ion source conditio
However, it has been shown recently that vibrational rel
ation does occur through superelastic collisions with
electrons in the electron target@35#.
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In this paper, we present a comparative study perform
at three ion-storage rings. Since the experimental parame
and procedures at the three setups differ in many details
reliability of the storage-ring technique in producing absolu
cross sections and energy dependences for the DR of
lecular ions can be verified. Uncertainties in the initial co
ditions are largely eliminated through the efficient radiati
cooling of the HD1 ions. Moreover, consolidated DR da
for the hydrogen molecular ion and its isotopomers are
particular interest for benchmark comparisons with exist
and future theoretical calculations.

In the following, the experimental procedures applied
the various storage rings are described. Then the abso
cross section data from the different experiments are c
pared with each other. The extraction of thermal rate coe
cients for the low-energy DR is discussed and joint resu
are given where possible. We conclude with a compari
against previously published results and recent theore
calculations.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. General aspects

Three ion storage rings participated in the present co
parison by performing dedicated measurements; ASTRID
Aarhus University ~Aarhus, Denmark!, CRYRING at the
Manne Siegbahn Laboratory~Stockholm, Sweden!, and TSR
at the Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Kernphysik~Heidelberg, Ger-
many!. As an example, the configuration and dimensions
TSR are given in Fig. 1. The scale and layout of all thr
rings, storing the ions at MeV energies, are comparable
spite of several differences~see Table I!. In all three rings,
ions are created in an external ion source and, after ext
tion, transported into the ring through a magnetic beam li
At TSR, the ions are accelerated to the final energy prio
injection into the main ring, which enables the measureme
to start as soon as the beam orbit is stabilized (;1 ms). At
ASTRID and CRYRING acceleration takes place after inje
tion, using a radio-frequency field. The stored ions merge
one section of the ring with an intense monoenerge
electron-beam, which is much wider than the ion beam a
guided by a longitudinal magnetic field. The electron be
device is called the electron cooler. At the two ends of
electron cooler, where the beams merge and separate
electron beam is deflected in toroidal magnetic sections w
radius r t , directly connected to both ends of a straig

FIG. 1. Schematic layout of the merged beams arrangem
used for electron-ion recombination measurements at ion sto
rings, showing the electron cooling device, magnetic elements
the storage ring, and the location of the neutral fragment detec
for the Heidelberg heavy-ion storage-ring TSR.
2-2
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TABLE I. Parameters for the HD1 DR measurements at the three ion storage-ring facilities.

Item Symbol ASTRID CRYRING TSR Unit

Ring circumference C 40.0 51.7 55.4 m
Ion-beam energy Ei 3.0 3.0 2.0 MeV
Ion-beam 1/e lifetime 7.5 6.5 24 s
Measurement time intervala 8–15 5–8 10–15 s
Detector size 6b 6b 4 ~6!c cm
Detector distanced 7 4 6.5 m
Electron thermal energy kTe' 22 2 4.5~28!e meV
Electron densityf ne 4.1 5.6 2.6~19!e 106 cm23

Electron-beam radius a 10.6 20 25~9.5!e mm
Solenoid length Lsol 1.0 1.10 1.50 m
Toroid bending radius r t 0.4 0.41 0.8 m
Electron guiding magnetic-field strengthg 36 30 21 mT
Storage-ring dipole magnetic field strength 0.38 0.40 0.31 T
Field ionization limith nc 9 9 10

aTime after injection.
bRadius.
cVertical ~horizontal! dimensions.
dFrom center of electron cooler~approximate!.
eWide-beam~narrow-beam! settings~see Sec. II C 3!.
fAt the cooling energy (Ed50; see Sec. II A!.
gLongitudinal magnetic field present in the interaction region.
hCritical quantum numbernc ~see Sec. II B!.
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magnetic-field section produced by a solenoid of lengthLsol.
The geometrical parameters are different for the three ri
as listed in Table I.

The electrostatic interaction between electrons and i
results in phase-space cooling of the ion beam@36# at the
expense of the very low temperature of the continuously
newed electron beam. The electron cooler also serves a
electron target for the DR experiments. When the mean
locity of the electrons is equal to that of the ions, near-z
collision energies are obtained. The typical ion-beam dia
eter after phase-space cooling is,2 mm, much smaller than
the electron-beam radius in the various setups~Table I!. The
cooling energy at the center of the electron beam is ea
found by optimizing the strength of the DR signal itse
since the DR cross section increases strongly towards
collision energy. By tuning the velocity of the electrons aw
from the ‘‘cooling’’ velocity, DR can be studied at very we
controlled collision energies over a wide range of energ
The electrons can be both accelerated and decelerated
respect to the ion beam, to achieve the same center-of-m
collision energy.

At a given setting of the electron acceleration voltage,
average velocity of the electrons with respect to that of
ions is directed longitudinally, along the direction of the tw
beams~assumed to be collinear!, and is denoted by the ‘‘de
tuning’’ velocity vd . From this velocity the ‘detuning en
ergy’ Ed5(m/2)vd

2 is calculated~where m is the electron
mass!; vd and Ed are in fact controlled by the acceleratio
voltage of the electron beam~the ion-beam velocity remain
ing fixed!. The electron energiesE for individual collisions
show a statistical scatter with values close toEd , and their
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distribution follows from that of the relative electron-ion ve
locitiesvW . The distribution of the relative velocities has be
found @37–39# to be well represented by the anisotrop
Maxwellian

f ~vd ,vW !5
m

2pkT'

A m

2pkTi
expF2

mv'
2

2kT'

2
m~v i2vd!2

2kTi
G ,
~1!

where v' and v i denote the transversal and longitudin
components, respectively, of the relative velocityvW and T'

andTi are the temperatures associated to the relative mo
in the respective degrees of freedom. As the ion beam
phase-space cooled, the dominant velocity spread regar
the relative motion is that of the electrons~as characterized
by the temperaturesTe' andTei of the electron beam in its
comoving reference frame!; hence,T';Te' and Ti;Tei .
The electron temperatures in the transversal and longitud
degrees of freedom are decoupled by the guiding magn
field of the electron-beam~see Table I!. The longitudinal
electron temperature is strongly reduced as compared to
cathode temperature (;0.1 eV/k for the thermionic cathodes
used here! by the spatial expansion of the electron ensem
that takes place during the electron-beam acceleration, re
ing beam energies of;550 eV for ASTRID and CRYRING
and ;360 eV for TSR. This kinematical effect due to th
acceleration is partly counteracted by electron-electron in
actions@40#; the resulting longitudinal electron temperatu
typically amounts tokTei;131024 eV. The transverse
electron temperature can be reduced with respect to the c
ode temperature through an adiabatic magnetic expan
2-3
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@41,42# of the electron-beam. The electron beam devices
ployed at the three storage rings use different magnetic
pansion factors yielding the transverse electron temperat
listed in Table I.

The validity of Eq.~1!, with typically Ti!T' , was veri-
fied experimentally in a single-pass experiment merg
beams experiment by the Aarhus group@37# and by later
storage-ring experiments@38,39#, using narrow recombina
tion resonances of atomic ions. The velocity distributi
f (vd ,vW ) of Eq. ~1! generally leads to an asymmetric broa
ening of a sharp resonance in the observed energy depen
cross section, a resonance atEd,r being broadened bykT'

towards the low-energy side (Ed,Ed,r) and, in addition,
symmetrically with a width@full width at half-maximum
~FWHM!# of 4(EdkTi ln 2)1/2 around Ed,r @37,43#. As the
broadening effect of the longitudinal temperature scales
}Ed

1/2, it dominates the observed resonance shape at e
gies above the limitEd*kT'

2 /2Ti . This yields, for example,
at CRYRING ~see Table I! FWHM energy resolutions o
;10 meV and;33 meV forEd50.1 eV and 1 eV, respec
tively, while a resolution down to the transverse thermal
ergy of kT'52 meV is achieved only forEd&0.02 eV.

The neutral DR fragments do not follow the ions in t
first dipole bending magnet after the electron cooler and
monitored by detectors located on a parallel line drawn fr
the axis of the electron cooler. The KER given to the fra
ments causes them to be slightly scattered away from
axis of the ion beam through the cooler, and the size of
detectors has been chosen such that all fragments are
tected. The high energy of the ion beam makes it possibl
have unity detection efficiency with solid-state detecto
Furthermore, the resolving power of the solid-state detec
makes it possible to distinguish DR events~depositing the
full beam energy of the HD1 ions for each event! from the
most prominent form of background. These background p
cesses produce H or D atoms~plus undetected ionic frag
ments! through the destruction of the HD1 ions in collisions
with residual-gas and, at higher electron collision energ
via electron-induced dissociative processes~dissociative ex-
citation!. Typical residual gas pressures in the rings are in
10211 mbars range~mainly H2). The detector signals at 1/
or 2/3 of the beam energy yield reference count rates~de-
noted by RH and RD , respectively! which allow the DR
counts to be normalized to the instantaneous relative ion
rent. Absolute measurements require in addition a calibra
of the reference count rate versus the absolute ion curre

B. Experimental details

The three experiments differ in the details of their proc
dure and data analysis. The general character of the pr
dures and some of their common aspects are discussed i
following.

(a) Variation of the electron collision energy and norma
ization of the signals to obtain absolute cross sections
rate coefficients.The experiments at ASTRID and TSR u
sudden changes in the electron beam energy, the so-c
jump method, whereas, in CRYRING, the electron beam
ergy was slowly and continuously ramped up and down,
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so-called ramp method. Both types of energy variations h
proven to be well suited for high-resolution experiments
electron-ion interaction@43,44# and primarily differ in tech-
nical aspects. In all three rings, the relative cross sections
obtained by normalizing to some reference, either the ba
ground count ratesRH or RD or the signal count rate at th
cooling voltage. The absolute-cross-section determination
quires a calibration through a simultaneous measuremen
the respective reference count rate and the ion current. D
ing the DR measurement the ion current must be kep
;10–100 nA as otherwise large DR count rates would ca
damage to the particle detectors. On the other hand, the
destructive ion current measuring devices available at T
and CRYRING typically operate in current ranges ofmA.
Therefore, the calibration at these facilities was performed
two steps either by an intermediate signal~Sec. II C 3! or by
time extrapolation~Sec. II C 2!. At ASTRID ~ion current
sensitivity down to 50 nA! DR and ion current signals wer
directly available at the same time. In all experiments
constancy of the residual-gas pressure was verified
vacuum measurements; the calibrations of the refere
count rates were repeated at different times. The ion cur
calibration introduces the largest systematic error to
absolute-cross-section scale, which is estimated to be620%
at all three facilities.

Contaminations of the stored HD1 beam by isobaric H3
1

ions were avoided at CRYRING and TSR by producing t
ions from HD gas in electron-impact ion sources.
ASTRID a mixture of H2 and D2 gas was used in the ion
source, and its operating conditions were chosen such tha
significant production of D3

1 was observed. The absence
an H3

1 contamination in the stored beam was verified expe
mentally at CRYRING@28# using a combination of grids an
absorbers installed in front of the solid-state detector.
TSR, the Coulomb explosion imaging technique used in
brational state-specific cross-section measurements@32,33# is
sensitive to H3

1 contaminations but none were observe
From these findings and diagnostic measurements any3

1

contaminations are estimated to be below the percent le
(b) Results for the experimental cross section.For

background-subtracted count ratesR̄H1D of recombination
events with their associated values of the ion currentI i and
the electron densityne , as determined for all detuning ene
giesEd , the experimental recombination rate coefficienta is
obtained on an absolute scale as

a~Ed!5^sv&5
R̄H1D

Nine
5

ev i

LI ine
R̄H1D , ~2!

where, in addition,v i denotes the~fixed! ion-beam velocity
andNi denotes the number of ions in the interaction reg
of lengthL @see remarks onL following Eq. ~5!#. No detector
efficiency factor is used as the geometric and electronic
efficiencies of the detection system are estimated to be n
ligible within the overall absolute calibration error o
620%. The angular brackets indicate the averaging over
experimental electron velocity distribution inherent to the e
perimental procedure. The rate coefficient is measured
2-4
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function of the detuning energyEd ranging from;1024 eV
up to ;30 eV. Over most of this rangeEd largely exceeds
the thermal velocity spread of the electron beam and he
the electron energies are distributed in a narrow band clos
Ed . It is therefore reasonable to derive the absolute exp
mental cross section as^sv&/vd , dividing the observed ab
solute rate coefficient through the detuning velocity. Narr
structures in the true cross section appear folded with
effective collision energy resolution in this experimen
cross section. Only at small detuning velocities, if the co
sion energies approach the temperature of the electron b
do larger differences between the experimental values
the true cross sections become noticeable. No deconvolu
procedures have been applied in this paper.

(c) Determination of the absolute collision energy sca
The detuning energyEd follows @43# from the laboratory
energies of the electron and ion beams,Ee andEi . The labo-
ratory electron energyEe varies with the radial distance from
the center of the electron beam due to electron space ch
Hence,Ee is obtained from the electron acceleration volta
including a space-charge correction@43#. The energyEi of
the ions is monitored by measuring their revolution fr
quency in the storage ring, yielding relative and absol
accuracies of;1024 and ;1023, respectively. The zero
point of Ed can be fixed within,1024 eV by finding the
cooling energy, as discussed in Sec. II A.

The measurement of the revolution frequency of
cooled ion beam is also used for centering the ion be
inside the electron beam~typically to within 2 mm!, varying
the lateral displacement between the electron and the
beam until the local electron energy seen by the ions
influenced by the electron space charge, and hence the
revolution frequency assume a minimum. While the to
space-chargeshift of the electron energy is significant, th
collision energyspreadintroduced by the space-charge pr
file of the electron beam remains small compared to the t
mal broadening discussed following Eq.~1!, owing to the
small size of the cooled ion beam. The estimated spa
charge effect on the collision energy~scaling as}Ed

1/2) for
radial shifts of,2 mm is ,10 meV at the typical electron
density (107 cm23) and atEd51 eV; this is small in com-
parison with the thermal broadening estimated in Sec. II

Partial compensation of the electron space charge
occur by trapped residual-gas ions, which can affect the
curacy of the energy scale for larger detuningEd . In CRY-
RING a semiempirical formula is employed for this corre
tion, whereas in TSR and ASTRID clearing electrod
prevent accumulation of thermal positive ions at the cente
the electron beam so that the full space charge can be
sumed when findingEe .

(d) Correction for the bending regions of the electro
beam at the beginning and the end of the interaction regi
In the regions of the electron cooler where the ion and e
tron beams merge and separate~see Sec. II A! the angle be-
tween the beams differs from zero and with increasing an
the collision energy between the ions and the electrons
creases rapidly@45#. Hence, at each detuning energyEd as
set by the electron acceleration voltage, the DR sig
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samples also the cross section for detuning energiesẼd larger
thanEd . As the DR signal is evaluated according to Eq.~2!
with the straight beam overlap lengthL, neglecting the
bends, these contributions withẼd.Ed add to the measured
rate coefficient. In particular, the presence of a strong fea
in the cross section at high collision energy, as found for
DR of HD1 and many other species, has a significant eff
on the observed cross section at lower energies. These
tributions are modeled by describing the detuning energy
the bent regions by a functionẼd(x,Ed) wherex denotes the
longitudinal position along the ion beam. The functio
Ẽd(x,Ed) is essentially determined by the angleu(x) be-
tween the electron and the ion beam and the laboratory
locities ve andv i of the two beams according to

Ẽd~x,Ed!5Ed1mv ive@12cosu~x!#. ~3!

Settingx50 at the mechanical connection between the so
noid and the toroid region (x.0 within the toroid of radius
r t), u(x) would be ideally described by

cosu~x!51/A11~x/r t!
2 ~4!

for x>0, whileu50 for x,0. A real situation with a steady
variation of the magnetic-field curvature is described by
smoothly increasing functionu(x) betweenxmin,0 ~begin-
ning of significant field perturbation within the solenoid! and
xmax.0 ~point within the toroid where the ions cease to
overlapped with the electron beam!. The correction to the
rate coefficient is applied iteratively using the relation@45#

a ( i 11)~Ed!5a (0)~Ed!2
2

LExmin

xmax
a ( i )

„Ẽd~x,Ed!…dx. ~5!

Here, the starting value of the iteration is obtained from E
~2! settingL5Lsol12xmin ~corresponding to the portion o
the overlap length assumed to be exactly straight, i.e., wh
Ẽd[Ed). The factor of 2 in Eq.~5! describes the two sym
metrically arranged toroids. Using this basic approach,
corrections of the measured cross section for this effect
performed in slightly different ways in the three experimen
as explained below referring to the ‘‘toroidal correction.’’

(e) Correction of the experimental electron collision ene
gies to account for changes due to the friction (or drag forc
exerted by the electron on the ion beam.This interaction is
able to change the ion-beam velocity, and is of particu
importance when applying a voltage ramp, such as in
method used at CRYRING. Similarly, in the procedure a
plying voltage jumps, shifts of the ion velocity that smear t
structure of the cross section may appear if the detun
energy is small. Generally, the friction can introduce unc
tainties in the exact size of the detuning energy atEd
&1023 eV.

(f) Considerations of field ionization of recombinatio
products in the bending magnet after the electron coolerIf
product atoms are formed in high Rydberg states~which be-
comes possible at collision energies above;2 eV) this pro-
cess may lead to an underestimation of the DR cross sec
Table I shows the cutoff principal quantum numbernc for the
three rings, as calculated from the motional electric fieldF
2-5
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seen by the fast neutral fragments when passing the ben
magnet. The cutoffnc is determined as the smallest integ
.(16F)21/4, with F in atomic units, corresponding to th
saddle-point limit for field ionization@46#. The rather large
values ofnc indicate that only small corrections should occ
due to field ionization. Further discussion follows in Sec.

C. Procedures of the individual experiments

1. ASTRID

Results reported here from ASTRID were obtained
chopping the electron-beam current on and off. DR eve
~appearing at full beam energy! and background events~H
counts at 1/3 and D counts at 2/3 of the full beam energy! are
collected simultaneously by feeding the detector signals
three single-channel analyzers~SCA!. Their upper and lower
discrimination levels are set by comparison with the co
plete pulse height spectrum recorded with a separate m
channel analyzer. The outputs of the SCA then enter a m
tichannel scaler~MCS! together with the digitized electro
current.

The absolute value of the rate coefficient is obtained, fo
fixed detuning velocity, by recording the DR signal, the ele
tron and the ion currents simultaneously, as a function of
time after injection. Indeed, the ASTRID current transform
gives reliable values down to 50 nA, with an estimated u
certainty of 20% at this low value.

The analysis of the rate coefficient data at;0.3–3 eV, in
particular, requires that the so-called toroidal correction
applied to account for the regions in the electron coo
where the electron beam is bent in to and out of the co
~see Sec. II B!. At ASTRID, results were corrected by usin
Eq. ~3! with the idealized dependence of the magnetic fi
directionu(x) of Eq. ~4!. The iterative procedure of Eq.~5!
~using xmin50) was also compared to a different procedu
making use of the fact that the DR rate coefficient becom
negligibly small at high electron energies. With this assum
tion, starting at such a high energyEd

(n) that the correction

arising from detuning energiesẼd.Ed
(n) can be disregarded

the final corrected rate coefficients are obtained at all low
energy pointsEd

( i ),Ed
(n) ~i.e., for Ed

( i ) in descending order!
directly as

a~Ed
( i )!5a (0)~Ed

( i )!2
2

LExmin

xmax
a„Ẽd~x,Ed

( i )!…dx, ~6!

where the integral needs the corrected rate coefficient on
higher energiesẼd.Ed

( i ) where it has already been dete
mined. The results fora(Ed) obtained by the iteration ac
cording to Eq.~3! and the one-pass sequential calculat
according to Eq.~6! were found to be the same.

2. CRYRING

For the present experiments in CRYRING, the electr
cooler voltage was slowly ramped and the neutral part
count rates were recorded as a function of time during th
ramps. ~Previous experiments at CRYRING@28# used the
jump method as also applied at TSR and ASTRID.! To help
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with determination of the energy scale, the electron ene
was ramped to be symmetrical around the cooling energy
in ASTRID, the DR and background count rates were mo
tored with two MCS cards. At CRYRING the absolute io
current is determined with an estimated accuracy of 2
using a current transformer, and the current and the be
lifetime are measured simultaneously. The proportiona
factorz5RD /I i is determined by monitoring the backgroun
count rateRD after a number of ion-beam decay times and
extrapolating the ion current measured at the beginning
the storage cycle to the time of the count rate measurem
In this process it is verified that the beam lifetimes from t
current transformer and from the MCS are the same.

At CRYRING the space-charge correction to the electr
energy is determined empirically. For this purpose, first
electron acceleration voltageUc at cooling~i.e., at matched
electron and ion velocities! energy is found by optimizing
the strength of the DR signal itself. The velocity of th
cooled ion beam, and hence the laboratory electron en
Ee in the overlap region, is established accurately by m
suring the orbiting frequency of the ions and using pick-
devices in the ring to find the circumference of the ion orb
The laboratory electron energy at cooling thus derived
compared to the corresponding cathode voltage in orde
determine the amount of space charge in the electron be
using the general expression for the space-charge correc

Ee5eUc2~ I e /eve!r emc2@12lsEII~ve!#@112 ln~b/a!#.

~7!

Here,b is the inner diameter of the vacuum tube~the refer-
ence for ground potential!, a is the diameter of the electro
beam, andr e is the classical electron radius; the fact
lsEII(ve) corrects for the presence of positive ions in t
electron beam and is proportional to the electron-impact i
ization cross sectionsEII(ve) of the residual gas. The elec
tron velocity dependence of the terms in Eq.~7! is taken into
account in deriving the space-charge correction at elec
energies detuned from cooling, solving this equation ite
tively for the givenUc andI e . As hydrogen is the dominan
component in the residual gas, the ionization cross sectio
H2 is used forsEII(ve) in Eq. ~7!.

The correction procedure for the toroid effects at CR
RING was reconsidered for this work, applying a depe
dence of the magnetic-field angleu(x) @cf. Eq. ~3!# as deter-
mined from magnetic-field measurements atx.xmin
5212.5 cm. The field angle caused by the toroid exceed
value of 0.2 mrad atx.211.5 cm.

In the voltage ramp method, a correction of the collisi
energy scale for the drag force is necessary. With a lin
ramp of the cooler voltage, the following formula correc
for the drag force:

dv i /dt5~h/M !~L/C!Fz~ t !. ~8!

The left-hand sidedv i /dt gives the variation of the ion ve
locity with time; M denotes the ion mass andh
5(dv i /v i)/(dpi /pi) describes the storage-ring dispersi
properties (pi being the ion momentum!. Fz(t) is the longi-
tudinal component of the drag force which was taken fro
2-6
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experimentally verified theoretical expressions summari
in Ref. @36#. The magnitude ofh for CRYRING can be
found in Ref.@44#.

3. TSR

The general procedure employed at TSR was simila
earlier DR measurements at this facility~see, for example
Ref. @47#!. Data acquisition started after the injected ions h
been phase-space cooled and was continued for 10–1
with a typical injection cycle being;20 s long. TSR used
the voltage-jump method, and the electron acceleration v
age was switched every 25 ms between three values.
first value yielded the desired detuning energyEd for the
measurement. The second value was the cooling energ
maintain phase-space cooling of the ions. The third va
was chosen to be at a fixed detuning energy ofEd,r
536.7 eV~reference energy!, where the DR cross section
nearly zero. The rate recorded in the ‘‘reference’’ phase r
resented the~small! capture background from residual-g
collisions and was subtracted fromRH1D(Ed) to yield the
true recombination count rateR̄H1D(Ed). In the measure-
ment with the narrow electron beam, the third step of
electron-energy cycle was chosen to be identical to the
ond one, as the true DR rate was much higher and sub
tion of the capture background was unnecessary. Online
malization during the recombination measurement w
performed using the D fragment count rate at the refere
energy,RD(Ed,r). The normalization factorz5RD(Ed,r)/I i
was determined separately, directly before and after the
combination measurement. The electric current probe ca
be used to monitor the ion currentI i continuously during the
measurement because the count rates at the necessa
current would destroy the detector. In the first step, the t
ger rateRBPM of the TSR beam profile monitor~BPM! @48#
which counts ions produced in the residual gas by collisi
with the circulating beam, was measured at low ion curr
simultaneously withRD(Ed,r); this yielded the constantl1
5RD(Ed,r)/RBPM. Then the silicon detector was protecte
from the fragments, and the stored ion current was raised
to a maximum of 20mA by stacking the ions in the ring, an
l25RBPM/I i was determined, finally yieldingz5l1l2. Two
measurements of the cross section have been carried ou
two different diameters of the electron beam to optimize
either the energy resolution or the signal count rate. T
‘‘wide-beam’’ measurement was put on an absolute scale
ing Eq. ~2! and the ion current derived from the count ra
RD(Ed,r) with help of the parameterz. The ‘‘narrow-beam’’
measurement was not absolutely calibrated, and an ene
averaged DR cross section was obtained via

^sv&/vd5F R̄H1D~Ed!/RH1D~Ed50!. ~9!

Here,RH1D(Ed50) represents the recombination rate me
sured when the electron-beam energy was cycled back
each data point to the cooling energy~i.e., detuning energy
Ed50). The overall normalization factorF was determined
by forcing agreement with the wide-beam measuremen
energiesEd between 5 and 12 eV.
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As mentioned earlier, for the experiment at TSR t
space-charge neutralization, arising from the accumulatio
slow ions in the electron beam, is prevented by the use
clearing electrodes, in the downstream toroidal sectio
which continuously remove the trapped slow ions. Furth
more, at TSR, the space-charge conditions in the cooler w
verified in several earlier experiments on electron cool
and on dielectronic recombination of atomic ions. Deta
regarding the determination of the experimental energy s
in the TSR recombination experiments have been descr
elsewhere@43#.

The electron-beam diameter and the transverse elec
temperature in the interaction region are determined from
magnetic expansion of the electron beam. This expansio
given by the magnetic-field strength in the electron gun. T
different settings were applied in the TSR measurements~see
Table I!. The wide-beam measurement offered very good
ergy resolution at near-zero energies, while the narrow-be
measurement had the advantage of a much higher elec
density (23107 cm23), providing higher particle rates fo
measurements at low cross sections. Furthermore, the o
lap length in the bends was reduced from 41 cm with
wide beam to 25 cm with the narrow beam and the exc
energies encountered in the bending regions became sm
In the following discussion of the results, the TSR da
shown in the comparison are from the wide-beam meas
ment ~high-energy resolution! at Ed,0.31 eV and from the
narrow-beam measurement~high-electron density! at Ed
.0.31 eV. These two settings allowed an empirical check
be performed on the correction procedure for the bend
regions according to Eq.~5! by comparing the final results
for both measuring modes. All TSR data were corrected
the contributions from the bending regions of the electr
beam using a functionẼd(x,Ed) ~see Sec. II C 1! according
to measured magnetic fields atx.xmin5215.0 cm, which
coincides with the range where the field angle caused by
toroid exceeds a value of 0.2 mrad.

III. RESULTS

A. DR cross section

The absolute experimental cross sections measured
function of the detuning energyEd between the electron an
the HD1 ion beam are shown in Fig. 2. For reasons of cl
ity, the curves of CRYRING and TSR have been shifted
by one and two decades, respectively. Note the large
namic range of these measurements, both the energy an
cross section spanning many decades; detailed compar
between the datasets will be given step by step in the follo
ing. Differences between the measurements due to the i
vidual experimental parameters are expected to occur if
detuning energies become similar to or less than the elec
temperature (Ed&kTe' , cf. Table I!. The experimental cross
section^sv&/vd then significantly differs from the true cros
sections(E) because of the averaging over the finite co
sion energy resolution. This leads to the suppression of m
structures in the cross section below;0.1 eV for the results
from ASTRID which, owing to the lower magnetic expan
2-7
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sion available, used a much higher transverse electron
perature than CRYRING and TSR. The lowest data po
from ASTRID can be fitted very well by the folded cros
section^sv&/vd obtained for a smooth model cross secti
s(E)5A/E and the experimental electron velocity distrib
tion of Eq. ~1!, using the ASTRID electron temperature
from Table I. The constantA of the model cross section i
determined from a fit to the ASTRID data to b
1.73310217 cm2 eV within a normalization error of620%
~see Sec. II B!. To guide the eye, the folded model cro
sections calculated with the same constantA, but with the
respective electron temperatures of the other experime
are also shown for CRYRING and TSR. These convolu
1/E cross sections pass through the resolved low-ene
structures (Ed&0.1 eV) in a rather good approximation.

Considering that the rough overall variation of the D
cross section follows a 1/E scaling, we present the data als
as the scaled cross sectionEd^sv&/vd versus the detuning
energy Ed . Indeed, Fig. 3 much better shows the stro
variations of the DR rate at low electron energies. In
high-energy region (Ed.5 eV), excellent agreement be
tween the three independently calibrated measuremen
found; the differences among them are below610%. The
low-energy structures are roughly consistent with each ot
but some quantitative differences also occur, which will
analyzed below. In the following presentation we comp
the results in detail for three different energy regions:~a! the
low-energy region below 400 meV,~b! the valley region be-
tween 100 meV and 2 eV, where the cross section is minim
and ~c! the high-energy peaks above 2 eV.

We begin by the low-energy region. Figure 4 shows
comparison between 0.1 meV and 400 meV, presenting
unscaled experimental cross sections. Here the differenc
collision energy resolution at the three rings must be ta

FIG. 2. ~Color online! Overview of the DR cross section
^sv&/vd measured at the three storage rings as a function of
detuning energyEd . The curves have been shifted with respect
each other for clarity as indicated. All smooth curves represent
folded model cross sections(E)5A/E fitted to the ASTRID data at
low energy.
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into account in the comparison. Considering the elect
temperatures of Table I, the lower observed cross sectio
ASTRID below ;20 meV as compared to CRYRING an
TSR is clearly caused by the lower resolution of this arran
ment. The CRYRING and TSR data show relatively sha
features~see also Fig. 3!; note the agreement in the position
and magnitude of the resonance structures, for example,
861 meV and 1562 meV. CRYRING shows an additiona
modulation of the cross section at about 461 meV, which is

e

e

FIG. 3. ~Color online! Overview of the DR cross sections, pre
senting the scaled DR cross sectionEd^sv&/vd from the three
rings. For the energy values above 2 eV, the scaled DR has
multiplied by 0.1.

FIG. 4. ~Color online! Comparison of the measured DR cro
sections in the low-energy region.
2-8
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absent in the TSR data. A higher-lying structure
;150–200 meV appears not only for TSR and CRYRIN
but also in the ASTRID data. In Fig. 5~a! convoluted data
from CRYRING and TSR are compared with the ASTR
dataset. The convolutions were chosen to obtain the fi
transverse temperature of the ASTRID measurement; as
Maxwellian convolutions the temperatures are additive,
transverse temperatures for the additional convolutions w
chosen to be 20 meV and 17.5 meV for the CRYRING a
the TSR data, respectively, to simulate a total transverse
perature of 22 meV in both cases. The sizes of the two a
ficially convoluted cross sections agree reasonably well w
the ASTRID data. However, it is seen that the peak struc
at ;150–200 meV even after the convolution procedure
still more narrow at TSR and CRYRING than at ASTRID
this may indicate that the transverse temperature
ASTRID is underestimated significantly. It is also seen t
the convoluted TSR and CRYRING cross sections agree
in their structure, while the TSR cross section is substanti
higher than that of CRYRING, the difference reaching up
40%.

In Fig. 5~b! the CRYRING data were convoluted using
transverse temperature of 2.5 meV, which should yield
temperature of 4.5 meV expected for the TSR measurem
and compared to those data. This flattens out the modula
at ;4 meV and broadens the peaks at 8 and 15 meV as
as higher-lying structures up to;50 meV in the CRYRING
data, further improving the agreement between the shape
the two cross sections, which reveal essentially the same
structure. Also here, the TSR cross section is significa
larger than that of CRYRING with differences ranging up
40% below 0.1 eV.

FIG. 5. ~Color online! Comparison of the low-energy DR cros
sections measured at ASTRID~a! and at TSR~b! with folded data
from the other experiments using lower energy resolution. Cur
for folded data are marked by the estimated final transverse elec
temperatures obtained after the folding~see text!.
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Next, we compare the valley region of the cross sect
between 0.2 eV and 2 eV, i.e., region~b!. The cross sections
in this region, obtained from the three rings, are shown
Fig. 6. The DR rate is much smaller than at lower and also
higher energies, so that long measuring times are require
obtain sufficiently low statistical scattering. All three da
sets are consistent regarding the overall shape of the c
section and, more or less clearly, show a thresholdlike beh
ior in the cross section at a collision energy of;1.1 eV. The
group at TSR has remeasured this part of the spectrum
found that the cross section reveals characteristic struc
related to the opening of new dissociation limits@29#, of
which the lowest one, at 1.1 eV, corresponds to the open
of the channel with one of the hydrogen atoms excited ton
53.

The presence of the strong and wide high-energy re
nances adjacent to the valley region can cause signifi
effects in the measured rates from the toroid regions of
electron cooler, where the ions interact with electrons
higher energies~see Sec. II B!. The size of the correction is
essentially determined by the length over which the shif
relative energyẼd(x,Ed) @see Eq.~3!# lies in the range of the
high-energy resonance and has to be estimated with
accuracy if the recombination rate at the measurement
ergy Ed itself is small. For the TSR data, the size of th
toroid effect and its correction are illustrated in Fig. 7. T
uncorrected data obtained with the wide and the narrow e
tron beam~cf. Table I! differ considerably from each othe
@Fig. 7~a!#. This can be well understood from the differe
lengths over which the ions see misaligned electrons (xmax
519 cm for the wide andxmax510.5 cm for the narrow
beam! and the corresponding large difference in the ma
mum excess center-of-mass energy~22 eV for the wide beam
but only ;9 eV for the narrow beam!. Hence, the uncor-

s
on

FIG. 6. ~Color online! DR cross sections measured at interm
diate energies~0.2–5 eV!. The mark near the TSR data indicates t
limit between the energy ranges where for this facility data from
wide-electron beam~detuning energyEd,0.22 eV) and the
narrow-electron beam are displayed.
2-9
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rected data differ by up to 100% at 0.3–1.5 eV. The fin
results @Fig. 7~b!# are consistent with each other, althou
very different toroid corrections are subtracted~up to 70%
for the wide, but less than 35% for the narrow beam!. This
consistency for the two beam geometries gives a strong
port for the accuracy of the toroidal correction in the TS
measurements.

Nevertheless the final results from the other experime
somewhat exceed the TSR result. For ASTRID, using
idealized field geometry@Eq. ~4!# in the correction proce-
dure, the size of the toroid correction may be underestima
explaining the high level of these data. For CRYRING, u
of measured instead of estimated data for the geometry f
tion u(x) brought a significant reduction in the final resu
but not down to the level of TSR. Altogether, in spite
careful cross checks of the toroid correction procedure wit
and between the different experiments, significant un
plained discrepancies remain in the final result for the ab
lute size DR cross section in the valley region~see Fig. 6!.
This can be relevant for a detailed comparison with theo
ical calculations and for the thermal DR rate coefficients
some ranges of higher temperature (.1000 K), but should
be of less influence for DR rate coefficients in low
temperature environments.

For region~c!, comprising the high-energy peaks, a co
parison between the DR data from the three facilities
shown in Fig. 8. The increase of the cross section in
region is connected with the occurrence of a large Fran
Condon overlap between the HD1 vibrational ground state
and the higher members of the doubly excitedQ1 series@49#
that also includes the (2psu)2 1Sg

1 state mainly responsible
for the low-energy DR. TheQ1 states dissociate to variou
combinations of H(nl)1D(1s) and H(1s)1D(nl) products.
The second high-energy peak at 16 eV is due to formatio
doubly excitedQ2 states dissociating to H(nl)1D(2l 8) or
H(2l 8)1D(nl) atoms. In the high-energy region the da
from the three experiments agree well within the er

FIG. 7. ~Color online! Scaled DR cross sectionEd^sv&/vd mea-
sured at the TSR~a! before and~b! after the toroid correction. The
wide- and the narrow-beam data are shown as lighter and da
traces, respectively.~Online colors: cyan and red, respectively.!
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limits of 20% estimated for the independent absolute norm
izations. For the DR cross section at the first high-ene
peak the experiments agree even within their statist
errors (60.2310217 cm2). The joint result, including
the 20% overall normalization error, is (3.
60.7)310217 cm2; the peak position is found at 9.
60.2 eV. For the second high-energy peak the joint resu
(1.360.3)310217 cm2 at 16.660.2 eV.

B. Thermal rate coefficients

The measured energy dependent cross sections ca
used to derive thermal rate coefficients for the DR of HD1

by folding them with an isotropic Maxwellian energy distr
bution. For a temperatureT of an isotropic electron gas th
thermal rate coefficienta th(T) is related to the cross sectio
s(E) by

a th~T!5
4

A2pmkT
E

0

`

Es~E!e2E/kTdS E

kTD . ~10!

In deriving thermal rate coefficients from the present expe
mental cross sections, the following aspects must be ta
into account. First, the measured cross sections actually
resent the folded quantitŷsv&/vd ~see Sec. II B! and for
low temperatures the experimental electron velocity distri
tion @Eq. ~1! with the respective experimental paramete
from Table I# will have an effect if measured cross sectio
are directly inserted into Eq.~10!. Second, the thermal rat
coefficients we obtain here hold for HD1 ions with a rovi-
brational excitation that does not follow the electron te
peratureT as would be the case in a plasma situation. Th
the electron energy range scanned in the present experim
would allow thermal rate coefficients to be derived for ele
tron temperatures up to 104 K or more, but such tempera
tures in a plasma situation would correspond to a high deg
of vibrational excitation, while the present data are obtain

er FIG. 8. ~Color online! DR cross sectionŝsv&/vd measured at
high energies~4–30 eV!.
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for vibrationally cold HD1 ions. The rotational temperatur
of the stored HD1(v50) ions is not well known, but was
estimated to;500 K from earlier DR fragment imaging dat
@33#.

We have derived thermal averages defined, in analog
a th , by

aav~T!5
4

A2pmkT
E

0

`

Ed

a~Ed!

vd
e2Ed /kTdS Ed

kTD ~11!

from the measured cross sectionsa(Ed)/vd5^sv&/vd of the
three experiments.

The averagesaav are shown in Fig. 9. These can be inte
preted directly as thermal rate coefficients atT*300 K for
CRYRING, T*600 K for TSR, and T*3000 K for
ASTRID; above the given limits, the errors introduced
neglecting the experimental energy resolution are,10% ~as
was verified for a 1/E model cross section!. In order to quan-
tify the thermal rate coefficient at lower temperatures,
compare the experimental averagesaav with calculated aver-
ages obtained using Eq.~11! for a model cross section
s(E)5A/E and for the specific experimental electron te
peratures~Table I!. As seen in Fig. 9, these calculated curv
for an appropriate choice ofA yield a good representation o
the experimental averages at electron temperatures of th
der of 100 K. The fitted constantsA can be used to obtain

FIG. 9. ~Color online! Thermal averagesaav, shown as func-
tions of the isotropic Maxwellian electron temperatureT, for the
measured DR cross sections from the three experiments~black
lines! and for model cross sectionss(E)5A/E folded with the
respective experimental electron velocity distributions~gray lines;
online color: magenta!. The model cross sections were scaled to
the experimental thermal averages for lowT. The error bars indicate
the overall experimental normalization errors.
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thermal rate coefficients from Eq.~10! using theA/E model
cross sections. Taking into account the estimated norma
tion errors, the low-temperature thermal rate coefficients
tained by this method area th57.2(1.5)31029 cm3

s213(300 K/T)1/2 for ASTRID, a th58.3(1.7)31029 cm3

s213(300 K/T)1/2 for CRYRING, and a th
511.7(2.4)31029 cm3 s213(300 K/T)1/2 for TSR. The
cross-section constantA implied by the ASTRID result is
identical to the one used for the smooth curves in Fig. 2

The agreement between the three experiments on the
energy rate coefficient is not as good as on the high-ene
cross section~Fig. 8!; however, the results given above a
still compatible within the estimated errors. Hence, it appe
reasonable to extract the average ofa th5(9
62)31029 cm3 s213(300 K/T)1/2 as a joint result for the
thermal DR rate coefficient of HD1 ions in a temperature
range of;50–300 K.

IV. DISCUSSION

All three heavy-ion storage rings have evolved instrum
tally in the last few years. The mere fact that experime
have been performed on the same molecular systems a
ferent facilities has significantly increased the awareness
experimental details. For example, toroidal corrections w
initially not applied to some data@28,47#. Beam drag, which
may shift resonances present at low energies to higher e
gies, has been taken care of. Space-charge effects, w
affect the determination of the absolute collision ener
have been treated in much more detail.

Two earlier absolute measurements of the DR cross
tion of HD1 have been published@26,28# and further data,
obtained with a novel superconducting quantum interfere
device ion current sensor at TARNII, were reported recen
@50#. The previous measurements raised discussion@7,26#
because of some discrepancy regarding the height of
high-energy peak near 9 eV, CRYRING@28# yielded a cross
section maximum of 3.0310217 cm2, while ASTRID @26#
~as also the more recent data@50# from TARNII! yielded
5.0310217 cm2. The present three storage-ring measu
ments ~Fig. 8! jointly give a peak height of (3.5
60.7)310217 cm2, closer to the lower one of the previou
results, and a peak position of 9.860.2 eV. Theoretical val-
ues for the height and the position of the high-energy pe
taken from recent calculations for HD1(v50) ions, are
3.9310217 cm2 at 9.0 eV ~Fig. 9 of Ref. @7#! as well as
4.8310217 cm2 at 9.4 eV~Fig. 6~a! of Ref. @51#!. Regarding
the peak height, our data are better reproduced by the ca
lations of Ref.@7#. The data also indicate a slightly highe
peak position than both calculations. The second high-ene
peak has found less theoretical attention and is not discu
in more detail here.

Among the possible processes that could affect the m
sured signal at elevated collision energies the population
high-Rydberg atomic final states has been discussed a
~Sec. II B!. Mitchell and co-workers have observed Rydbe
stripping to be important in a single-pass experiment invo
ing highly vibrationally excited H2

1 @23,24#. Calculations
@51# indicate that for HD1(v50) ions the partial DR cross

t
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section at the high-energy peak forn>6 final states is;1
310217 cm2 (;20% of the total!; similarly, fragment
branching-ratio measurements@52# performed forn>4 at
Ed59.2 eV at TSR yielded (2867)%. From these results, a
reasonable upper limit on the reduction of the DR signal
field ionization, consideringnc;10 ~see Table I! may be
located at roughly 10%; such a shift would bring the the
retical predictions mentioned above in better agreement w
experiment. The earlier experiment at CRYRING@28# was
performed using an ion-beam energy of 18 MeV~against 3
MeV in the present experiment!; the difference in ion energy
shifted the field ionization limit down tonc56 for the earlier
experiment and may be responsible for the somewhat sm
high-energy peak in the DR cross section measured pr
ously at CRYRING.

The occurrence of ion-pair formation as an extra fragm
channel not detected in the present experiments wo
modify the total HD11e2 neutralization rate at a cross se
tion level of at most 3310219 cm2, as known from dedi-
cated studies of the ion-pair formation process@53#. Modu-
lations of about this size near the ion-pair formati
threshold at;2 eV were in fact observed in the HD1 DR
cross section and ascribed to this process@29#. On the 9 eV
peak in the DR cross section, ion-pair formation should
negligible in comparison to the neutral product channels

Towards lower electron energies, the earlier as well as
present measurements unanimously indicate a DR cross
tion close to 1.0310216 cm2 at the highest point of the struc
ture appearing near 0.15 eV~see Fig. 4!. In refined theoreti-
cal calculations@6,7#, which include rotational effects, th
energy dependence of the cross section is well reprodu
and a size of;2.0310216 cm2 ~Fig. 3 of Ref. @6#! and
;1.5310216 cm2 ~Fig. 10 of Ref. @7#! can be extracted
These predictions both exceed the experimental resul
more than its 20% estimated uncertainty.

The shape of the low-energy structures in the cross
tion, down to ;0.01 eV, is consistent among the prese
measurements~see Figs. 4 and 5! as well as with other high-
resolution data@6,7,51#. With regard to the overall size of th
cross section at;0.01–0.1 eV and its trend towards eve
lower energy, the deviations between the individual exp
ments are still rather large, even considering the differ
experimental resolutions~cf. Fig. 5!. Nevertheless, the
present measurements yield thermal rate coefficients for
DR of HD1(v50) ions which agree within the estimate
normalization errors of620%. The joint result ofa th5(9
62)31029 cm3 s21 at 300 K is rather well reproduced b
the low-J(J<4) theoretical thermal rate coefficien
(;1.031028 cm3 s21 at 300 K! from Fig. 6~a! of Ref. @7#.
Although, as mentioned in Sec. III B, the rotational tempe
ture of the stored HD1 ions is not well known, the estimate
temperatures of the order of 300–800 K correspond t
dominant population inJ<4. Remarkably, the predicte
thermal rate coefficients for higher-J levels @7# (J55 –10)
are larger by factors of 2–4; hence only the low-J theoretical
results are in agreement with the present experiments.
thermore, at temperatures&100 K the calculated therma
rate coefficients for HD1 @7# start to show a very strong
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dependence onJ ~variations over.102 for J50 –4). It can-
not be excluded that some of the disagreement between
cross sections measured for very low electron energie
different experimental facilities might be caused by diffe
ences in the HD1 rotational population distributions.

These measurements demonstrate that heavy-ion sto
rings have a great potential in retrieving quantitative prop
ties of dissociative recombination. The instrumental collisi
energy resolution is very high. The electron beam exce
the size of the ion-beam significantly, which creates a v
well defined overlap region. The time between injection
the ions and the data taking can be used to change and al
manipulate the ion beam population by selective excitati
For these experiments, radiative cooling of the HD1 ions
resulted in a well-defined HD1(v50) ion beam.

The 20% error margin on the cross-section scale, e
mated to account for the systematic uncertainties in the
solute current determination and in the geometry of the
teraction region for the individual experiments, has be
confirmed by this comparison. Critical electron energy
gions where some disagreements are observed between
ferent experimental setups are that ofEd&0.05 eV, as dis-
cussed above, and the valley region of the cross sectionEd
;0.4–4 eV, where spurious signals stemming from
high-energy DR peak must be accounted for by the toro
correction. Because of the arrangement of the molecular
ergy levels, DR studies on H2

1 and its isotopomers are pa
ticularly sensitive to this type of experimental artifacts. B
the proven correction procedure these artifacts can be
pected to be eliminated even more efficiently in other m
lecular systems, which often have less accentuated h
energy DR peaks. Processes with a sharp energy thres
such as ion-pair formation and electron detachment fr
negative ions can give complementary information to furth
optimize the experimental correction procedure.

In conclusion, the present comparison of results fro
three different ion storage rings has yielded consolidated
perimental information on the absolute DR cross section
on the thermal DR rate coefficient of HD1(v50) ions, suit-
able for a detailed comparison with theoretical predictio
Satisfactory agreement between the individual experime
and with the calculations has been obtained for electron
ergies above;0.01 eV. At lower energies, the influence o
rotational excitations presents an interesting area of fur
investigations.
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